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SUBSIDIES

Notifications Pursuant to Article XVI:1

NORWAY

A. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

(a) Allocations made under chapter 1531 of the State Budget provide for price
support for milk and dairy products, Nonwegian domestic grain, concentrated
animal feed and fertilizers. Appropriations for subsidies are fixed through
annual parliamentary decisions. In chapter 1531, item 70, allocations are
made for the regulation of consumer prices and in item 71 for the fulfillment
of the Agricultural Agreement.

The main purpose of the subsidy arrangement is to avoid a heavy increase
in price and cost levels. At the same tire the subsidies are regarded as
offsetting the general excise taxfor alimentary goods. A social goal is
also fulfilled as subsidies are applied on goods which are of magor importance
to the large families and to people in the lower income brackets. Considera-
tions of normal and sufficient food consumption have played a part in deter-

mining the particular stress which has been placed on subsidizing milk
products. Moreover, the subsidy arrangement has an economic purpose in
directing the development of agricultural production and influencing income
distribution in the agricultural sector.

(b) Subsidies on milk and dairy products are paid to the producers
represented by the Co-operative Milk Marketing Pools (Nelkesentralen), the
Norwegian Dairies' Sales Assocition(Norske Meieriers Salgssentral) and

the Norwegian Milk Factories (De Norske Melkefabrikker). Subsidies are
given in fixed amounts per unit of produce. Part of the subisidies are
given for all milk delivered from producer, while the consumer subsidies
cover only domestic sales of milk for consumption and dairy products,
(see (d) bel).

Subsidies on flour are paid to the State Grain Corporation (Statens
Kornforretning) in fixed amounts per unit of produce.
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Subsidies on Norwegian domestic grain are effected by means of grain
bonuses (Korntrygd) and premiums given through State purchases of Norwegian
grain at prices approximating to those for imported grain. The grain bonus
is a monetary contribution to the producer for grain which he mills for his
own uses, either for human consumption or for feeding purposes. The bonus
is paid to the producers through the local mills. The premium on Norwegian
grain equals the difference between buying prices of the State Grain
Corporation for Norwegian grain, including costs, and the prices of imported
grain. The premiums will fluctuate according to variations in import prices.

Subsidies on concentrated animal feed are effected through discounts on
purchases made by the individual farmer. These subsidies are calculated at
fixed rates per kilo for a limited quantity of feeding stuff. The quantity
of feeding stuff for which discounts are made varies according to farm size
and life-stock species. With regard to milk-cows, discounts are made
according to output as well. The State Grain Corporation arranges for pay-
ment of these subsidies through feeding stuff wholesalers according to
discount coupons issued by the various local Agricultural Councils (jordstyrer).

Subsidies on artificial fertilizers are given in the form of general
discounts on the prices of phosphate fertilizers, potassic fertilizers, and
complete fertilizers, and are paid to producers and importers. Artificial
fertilizers are subjected to a particular arrangement through which support
is granted to small sized farms, the size of which varies between 10 and
75 dekars (approximately 2.5 to 20 acres) according to income derived from
and capital value of such farms. For farms in northern Norway and for hill
farms in southern Norway, there is no maximum area limitation. This support
is graned upon request from the individual farmer. Part of the subsidy on
artificial fertilizers is given by way of freight allowances. These rates
vary according to freight costs. A similar freight allowance has been
established for limestone and silo preservatory acid. Freight allowances
are made to the wholesale distributors.

With regard to the subsidy arrangement in force on 1 January 1963, the
appropriations made in chapter 1531 of the State Budget for 1963 are estimated
as follows:

Milk and dairy products N.Kroner 483 million

Grain bonuses " 25 "

Premiums on domestic grain " 100 "

Discounts on concentrated animal feed " 55"

Write-offs on artificial fertilizers " 48 "

N.Kroner 711 million
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Moreover, additional premiums on domestic grain and grain bonuses are
supplied to the amount of some N.Kr. 25 million, financed by a tax on flour
for domestic consumption.

On 7 May 1963 the Storting (Parliament) appropriated an additional amount
of N.Kr. 150 million for the purpose of new temporary subsidy arrangements,
in accordance with regulations given by the Ministry concerned. As a result,
new consumer subsidies have been established for milk and dairy products,
flour (meal) and margarine for the period from the first half of May 1963
until the end of the year.

These subsidies for agricultural products are on an annual basis,
estimated to be as follows:

Milk and dairy products

Flour

approximately N.Kroner 92 million

""26 "

" " 118 "

In 1963 these subsidies will accordingly total some N.Kr. 73 million.

(d) By 1 July 1963, price compensations were distributed as follows according
to unit of production.

Milk and dairy products

Subsidies granted for milk
deliveries to the dairies

Special compensation for
consumer milk (domestic sales)

Special compensation for
cheese (domestic sales)

Subsidies on flour

Rye flour, fine and coarse

Rye flour mixed with wheat flour

Wheat flour, fine and coarse

Barley flour and groats

approximately 22 øre per litre" 29.7"""
209 " " "It

approximately 2 øre per kilo
3 " " "

" 11 " " "

" 9 " " "
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Grain bonuses

Bonus for bread grain of wheat
and rye, up to 1,000 kilos per
farm unit

Basic bonus paid for wheat and rye
(exceeding 1,000 kilos per farm
unit) as well as for oat, barley,
mixed grain and pease

Additional bonus paid for wheat and
rye (exceeding 1,000 kilos per
farm unit) and for barley and pease

Additional bonus paid for oats and
mixed grains

Approx. 19 øre per kilo

Approx. 11 øre per kilo

Approx. 8 øre per kilo

Approx. 4 øre per kilo

Additional bonuses are paid only for fixed grain quantities calculated
per head of cattle or other domestic animals possessed by the grain producer.

Premiums on domestic grain

In 1962 the average premium on domestic grain brought by the State Grain
Corporation has been 41 øre per kilo, of which approximately 6 øre has been
included in the price of bread flour.

Concentrated animal feed

The present returnable discount on feeding stuff is 20 øre per kilo.

Fertilizers

Farm units mentioned under (b) above enjoy, when located in the northern
part of the country (north Norway) or in certain southern sections, a 50 per cent
price reduction on fertilizers. For the rest of the country this reduction is
30 per cent. The material available is insufficient, however, to make possible
a calculation of the average price reduction in øre per kilo. The amount spent
on this scheme totals N.Kr. 24 million per year. Some NKr.9.5 million is spent
on transportation allowances. The Treasury contributes approximately
N.Kr.14.5 million for general price reductions on superphosphates, potassic
fertilizers and complete fertilizers. The rates of support currently in
operation with regard to total general discounts are:
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Superphosphates (17-19 per cent P205)
(29-31 per cent P205)

Kr. 82 per 1,000 kilos

Kr.135 " " "

"

Basic slag

(39-43 per cent P205)

(14-17 per cent P205)

Kr.180 " ""

Kr. 73 "" "

(Thomas slag)
" (17-19 per cent P205) Kr. 82" " "

Dicalsiumphosphate (39-43 per cent P205) Kr.180" " "

Potassium fertilizer (12-17.9 per cent K20)Kr.12" " "

" (18-24 per cent K20) Kr. 17" " "

Potassium magnesia (25-30 per cent K20) Kr. 21" " "

Potassium fertilizer (37-42 per cent K20) Kr. 32" " "

(47-52 per cent K20) Kr. 40"" "

" " ( 58 per cent K20) Kr. 47"" "

Complete fertilizers A Kr. 26" " "

"" B

"

Kr. 22"""

Kr. 26"""C

" "

"

" "

11

"

" "

" "

" "

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

" "

B. FISH

I. Nature and extent of the subsidy

(a) Background and authority

The total catch has decreased during recent years from 2 million tons in
1956 to 1.1 million in 1962 owing to a fall off in fish population and this
has led to serious economi problems in the fishing industry. Along thecoast
the fisheries represent the major means of livelihood for large groups of the
population, and some places are wholly dependent on fisheries, which have
created the population structure of the coastal districts. Even though
considerable nationalization has improved the efficiency and reduced the
number of fishermen from about 80,000 in 1948 to about 60,000 in 1960
productivity of the fisheries is low. Average incomes for fishermen would
have been unreasonably low if the State had not contributed, and this could
have created considerable national problems. Consequently the objective of
the State support is to provide earnings in the fishing industry which are
reasonable in relation to incomes in other industries and also to avoid
a depopulation of large districts.

Price subsidies are provided from the State budget for the regulation of
prices at first-hand sales of landed herring and other fish for reducing
prices of fishing gear and bait.
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The major portion of the loan-capital invested in fishing boats,
equipment and other production gear is made available by the State Fisher
Bank (Statens Fiskarbank). The loans are given as first or second priority
loans. The first priority loans are granted in accordance with ordinary
financial principles and consequently do not constitute subsidies. The second
priority loans are granted in accordance with certain regulations at an
interest rate of 2 per cent. The State Fisher Bank (Statens Fiskarbank) also
administers the condemnation allowances, which are financed from the State
Budget. The Bank was established to overcome the difficulties which the
fishermen have had in obtaining necessary capital for their investments in
boats and equipment from private credit institutions, which are inadequate in
many coastal districts, especially in north Norway. The primary task of the
Bank has consequently been, and still is, to be a credit institution able to
meet the fisherman's need for capital, thereby furthering an efficient
development of the fishing industry and its fleet.

(b) Incidence

The premiums on the prices of landed fish and herring are distributed to
the sales associations and paid according to regulations laid down in an
agreement between the Norwegian Fishermans' Association (Norges Fiskarlag)
and the authorities. The current agreement for 1963 was concluded in May.
The sales associations lay down detailed rules for allocation within the
framework of the agreement. The price supplements are made for certain
types of fish and certain forms of production and are effected at fixed rates
per kilo or hl.

The price support for fishing gear is provided and paid to the State
Gear Import Organization (Statens Fiskeredskapsimport) and other importers
and producers. Allowances for bait are made to the central fish sales
organizations and to the freezing plants.

(c) Amount of subsidy

In 1962 the price subsidies on landed herring and other fish amounted
to respectively Kr. 39.3 million and Kr. 25.6 million. In 1963 the amount
provided in the State Budget totals Kr. 83 million. In 1962 the price
supports for fishing gear and bait totalled respectively Kr. 21.5 million and
Kr. 7.7 million. In 1963 the State Budget provides for Kr. 25 million in
total.

In 1962 the State Fisher Bank (Statens Fiskarbank) granted 198 second
priority loans to the value of Kr. 6.0 million for fishing boats.

From the entry into force of the arrangement in 1960 until the end of
1962, payments for condemnation allowances totalled Kr. 6.8 million, covering
644 applicants.
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(d) Estimated amount per unit

According to the current agreement for 1963, the various sales associations
have at their disposal an amount corresponding to 7 øre per kilo for certain
specified types of fish, beheaded and gutted. For fish caught in distant
waters or landed in north Norwayan allowance, for transport equalization
varying from 1 to 4 øre per kilo, is paid for gutted and beheaded fish.
Furthermore, Kr. 5 million has been placed at the disposal of Norway's Raw
Fish Association (Norges Räfisklag) for special support measures in the
regions of the Association. The allowances on herring are calculated on the
basis of certain rates per unit of quantity for the various types of herring.
According to the current agreement the allowances for the main types of
herring amount to Kr. 2.75 - Kr. 7.00 per hl. An amount of Kr. 6.5 million
has been provided for special support measures.

Present allowances on fishing gearcorrespond to a 20 per cent reduction
in the price of gear ready for use.

Bait allowances are given at fixed rates per case. The present basic
allowance amounts to Kr. 15 per half case of 50 kilos, except bait from
winter herring for which the support is Kr. 17. A transport allowance, amounting
to Kr. 5 per case, is paid for bait sold in north Norway or Greenland.

Condemnation allowances vary between Kr. 500 and Kr. 800 per gross reg.
ton according to the size of the boat and whether or not the machinery is
included. The maximum allowance for a single boat with machinery is
Kr. 200,000. There is nostipulation on requiring re-investment of
these allowances in another boat.

II. Effect of subsidy.

(a) In spite of subsidies provided for the fishing industry, the total catch
and thereby the quantities sold and exported has considerably declined in
recent years. The number of fishermen has also been reduced considerably.
Without subsidies it is probable that an even stronger depression in the
industry would have taken place. The subsidies, however, have hardly
influenced the prices of the products. Norwegian fish products obtain rather
higher market prices than comparable products from other countries. With
regard to imports the subsidies have had little or no effects. The total
quantity of fish for human consumption imported in 1957 was about 5,600 tons and
in 1962 about 10,000 torns. In 1957 fishing subsidies were ofminor importance.
At that time, as is the case now, there was no quantitative or tariff res-
trictions on importation. The domestic consumption of fish products,
constituting a minor part of the total production, is probably not affected
by the subsidy arrangements.
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(b) Statistics of production, consumption, imports and exports

Fish production by quantity and value for the years
1957 and 1960/61/62

Quantity
in tons

1957

1960
1961
1962

1.562.297
1.342.813
1.322.385
1.120.679

Value in
1,000 Kr.

626.751
664.586
686.073
657.322

Exports of fish andfish products for
1957 and 1960/61/62

Quantity
in tons

1957

1960
1961
1962

529.066
423.376
372.551

326.315

Imports of fish and fish products (edible) 1957

Quantity
in tons

ca. 5.600
" 8.800
" 6.900
" 10.000

Value in
1,000 Kr.

ca. 10.700
" 16.100
" 16.900
" 23.000

The consumption of fish in Norway is estimated to be 40 kilos of raw fish

per person.

C. MARGARINE

(a) For the purpose of preventing rises in the cost-of-living index, chapter 1531
of the State Budget provides for subsidies for margarine. As from 8 May 1963
these subsidies were increased along with those for milk, cheese and flour
(see A(a) above).

the years

Value in
1,000 Kr.

977.614
914.837
870.862
914.571

1957

1960
1961
1962
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(b) The subsidies are paid to the producers at a fixed rate per kilo.

(c) On the basis of the rates in operation as of 1 July 1963, the annual
support is estimated at some Kr. 75 million. It is calculated that in 1963
the cost of the subsidy will amount to some Kr. 49 million.

(d) The present subsidy amounts to 84 øre pe kilo.
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ANNEX

The following tables show developments in production, exports and
consumption of the above-mentioned products:

Milk
Production Consumption (million litres)
1000 kg. milkx creamxx

1960 1.614.000 636 173

1961 1.611.000 638 187

1962 ca. 1.654.000 644 191

x Including milk powder and condensed milk.

xxConverted into whole milk.

Apart from liquid milk consumption, milk has been used in the production of
cheese and butter.

white and brown cheese (1000 kg.)

Production Imports Exports Consumption

1960 40.102 271 10.366 31.400

1961 40.057 223 9.502 31.800

1962 ca. 43.000 217 9.537 32.700

Dairy butter (1000 kg.)

Production Imports Exports Consumptionx

1960 17.613 - 6.754 13.200

1961 16.800 - 5.425 13.500

1962 ca. 18.000 - 5.134 14.300

x Includes consumption of farm and hill butter estimated at 2,300 and 2,200
respectively for the period 1960-1962.
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Concentrated animal feed

As from 1 July 1956 the sales price of concentrated animal feed were fixed
at a level higher than the cost prices of the State Grain Corporation, the
difference being regarded as charge on concentrated animal feed. (kraftforavgift).
At the same time the rationing of concentrated animal feed was abolished.

Figures below are given in 1000 kg.

Production Imports Exports Consumption Consumption at discount

491.110 329.382 105.632

598.948 267.178 135.919
451.240 398.735 64.771

705.000

720.000

798.000

ca. 280.000

269.000
258.000

Production is calculated from deliveries from the producers including the
local mills and consumption from sales from wholesalers and local mills. In
addition to the production and consumption figures above, hired milling of the
grain for farmers' own use totalling about 170,000 tons annually, must be added.

Artificial fertilizers (1000kg.)

Production Imports Exports Consumption

1.515.180

1.609.879

Consumption taken as sales from
for the respective years.

104.091

98.941

95.365

1.204.290

1.270.713
1.242.155

wholesalers during the period 1 July-30 June

Grain and flour (l000 kg.)

Production

Wheat flour:

22.942
27.407
19.600

1.324 267

1960
1961

1962

1960
1961

452.750

439.957
447.812

Wheat: 1960

1961

1962

Imports

288.298
325.174
358.436

1960

1961

1962

Exports

11

34
11

101

149
10.398

5.145
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Production

Oats and mixed
grain:

Meat, pork and bacon (1000 kg.)

Production

124.747

132.041
138.502

Imports

3.479
3.555
3.075

Exports

615
2.990

8.244

Consumption

126.476

131.901
132.345

Fish (1000 kg.)

Total catch

1960

1961

1962

Herring

688.086

541.535

585.918

Other fish

644.324

756.691

512.802

The following table shows imports and exports of fresh, frozen, dried,
salted or smoked fish: (1000 kg.)

Imports

1960

1961

1962

14.645

6.689

11.553

Exports

258.899

180.954

207.396

1960

1961

1962

Imports

Barley:

Exports

55.761
48.608

26.465

1960
1961

1962

3.694
2.754

4.900

399.520

427.666
387.400

178.956
178.904

100.800

2

1960

1961

1962

61.097
25.120

23.572

95.769
40.461

97.883

19.743

2

11.320

1.540

1960
1961
1962
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Margarine (1000 kg.)

Production

89.632
90.844
91.886

Imports

1

2

51

Exports

6.731

7.704

7.672

Consumption

85.500
83.800
84.500

1960
1961

1962


